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Abstract
Spectrum sensing is a challenging issue in cognitive radio network. In particular, wideband spectrum sensing gains more attention due to emerging 
5G wireless networks characterized by high data rates in the order of hundreds of Gbps. Conventional sensing techniques uses samples for 
its observations based on Nyquist rate. Due to hardware cost and sampling rate limitations those techniques can sense only one band at a 
time. Enhanced cognitive radio networks (E-CRNs) based on Spectrum Sharing (SS) and Spectrum Aggregation (SA) are proposed for the 
fifth Generation (5G) wireless networks. The E-CRNs jointly exploit the licensed spectrum shared with the Primary User (PU) networks and the 
unlicensed spectrum aggregated from the Industrial, Scientific, and Medical (ISM) bands. The PU networks include TV systems in TV White Space 
(TVWS) and different incumbent systems in the Long Term Evolution (LTE) Time Division Duplexing (TDD) bands. The harmful interference from 
the E-CRNs to the PU networks are delicately controlled. Furthermore, the coexistence between the E-CRNs and other unlicensed systems, such 
as WiFi is studied. In spite of this issue secondary users have to sense multiple frequency bands using frontend technologies which lead into 
increased cost, time and complexity. Considering the facts and issues, compressive sensing was introduced to minimize the computation time 
by improving the sensing process even for high dimensional resources. Holding the essential information and reduces the sample size which is 
related to high dimensional data acquisition is performed in compressive sensing. In the last decade various researchers paid more attention 
to improve the performance of compressive sensing in cognitive radio networks based on sensing matrix, sparse representation and recovery 
process. This survey paper provides an in-depth analysis of conventional models and its sensing strategies in cognitive radio networks along with 
its merits and demerits to obtain a detailed insight about compressive sensing. The ECRNs framework provides a spectrum usage prototype for 
5G wireless communication networks.
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Introduction

The demand towards radio spectrum resources increases due to 
the advancement in wireless communications. Federal communications 
commission has set up regulations to access this limited spectrum resource. 
Using specific wireless services, the spectrum is allocated to the licensed 
users based on spectrum allocation policy which is defined by FCC [1]. 
The fifth Generation (5G) mobile communication system comes into being. 
Cellular network through which Internet of Things (IoT) will be the major 
driving force for 5G development as well as for device to device connection. 
The 5G network will give a platform for people of various regions not only to 
exchange information but also provide interconnectedness of all things begins 
from home utilization to industrial applications. Licensed users are allowed to 
transmit and receive data through allocated spectrum while, the unlicensed 
users are prohibited to utilize the resource. Due to this reason, some of the 
channels are heavily used and other channels are not used properly which 
leads into spectrum underutilization. The licensed users are the primary users 
and the unlicensed users are considered as secondary users. Primary users 
will not utilize the resource all the times which creates a spectrum hole [2]. 
These holes are not utilized and the spectrum remains unused by licensed 

user leads into inefficiency as the other users cannot utilize the spectrum which 
results into spectrum scarcity. To reduce spectrum scarcity dynamic spectrum 
management is introduced to utilize the unused spectrum without affecting 
the performance to primary users. Secondary users are allowed to utilize the 
spectrum if it is unused by PUs. Cognitive radio network [3] performs spectrum 
utilization in this manner. It detects the available channel and allocates the 
resources to secondary users to reduce the inefficiency in spectrum. Figure 
1 gives an illustration of dynamic spectrum access in cognitive radio network 
(Figure 1).

Methodology

Cognitive radio network upwards 5G

Cognitive Radio gives an opportunity to reuse valuable spectrum resources 
without change in spectrum allocation policy which address a problem of low 
utilization rate. The core idea behind Cognitive Radio is to share the spectrum 
through dynamic spectrum access and implication of sharing is that SUs can 

Figure 1. Spectrum sensing.
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use idle spectrum of Pus but only if they cannot interfere with communication of 
PUs. The brief diagram of spectrum sensing is shown in Figure 1. 

The goal of the sensing technique is to check for the status of the 
spectrum. Also to check the activity of licensed user by sensing periodically. 
The CR transceiver looks for an idle band i.e., spectrum holes without 
causing interference to the primary network. Sensing can be of centralized 
and distributed. First step of sensing to complete spectrum sharing to 
improve spectrum utilization and can be realize for various application. 
SUs continuously detect frequency. In digital systems, data acquisition and 
sampling are considered as an important aspect. Compressive sensing is an 
acquisition and reconstruction algorithm [4] which combines sampling and 
sensing. Initially it was introduced to sample the signals based on the Nyquist 
rate where the conventional sensing models are performed sensing using 
Shannon- Nyquist theorem [5]. The signal recovery in conventional models 
forces the receiver to change its sampling rate similar to Nyquist rate to recover 
the information. The limitation of Nyquist theorem-based sampling is present in 
its bandwidth specification. Minimum two times of signal bandwidth is required 
to recover a signal in Nyquist sampling which leads into numerous samples 
and makes the acquisition process as cost expensive in large communication 
networks. Instead compressive sensing recovers the signals with few samples 
and measurement values which is far better than conventional models 
[6]. Based on three process such as spare representation, encoding and 
decoding, compressive sensing is performed. In this sparse representation is 
used to identify and reconstruct the signals as much as possible. Based on 
measurement matrix, the sparse signals are sampled and then compressed. 
Using suitable recovery algorithm, the compressed signals has been recovered 
in the receiver end (Figures 2-4).

Spectrum sensing: The goal of the sensing technique is to check for 
the status of the spectrum. Also, to check the activity of licensed user by 
sensing periodically. The CR transceiver looks for an idle band i.e., spectrum 
holes without causing interference to the primary network. Sensing can be of 
centralized and distributed. First step of sensing to complete spectrum sharing 
to improve spectrum utilization and. band used by Pus in multidimensional 
space- spatial domain [7]. Basically it detects the unused spectrum as a hole 
is available. The main objective of spectrum sensing is to discover the status 
of spectrum and also the action of licensed users by sensing target band 
periodically. Cognitive radio transceiver will detect if there are spectrum holes 
and will find out a technique to accessing it without interfering the licensed 
users transmission or reception. The spectrum sensing is broadly divided into 
two types: centralized and distributed.

Spectrum allocation: It is based on the availability of spectrum holes 
and distributes the unused spectrum to secondary users. The numbers of 
holes were not fixed and the secondary users need to compete while QoS 
are different for different users. Therefore spectrum holes need to be used 
fairly and efficiently. The basic need of spectrum allocation is to design an 
efficient spectrum allocation algorithms and protocols through which spectrum 
utilization efficiency can be increased, conflict-free and preferably close to 
optimal target as possible.

Spectrum management: The licensed, unlicensed and unused spectrum 
bands are spread over a large number of frequencies in the cognitive radio 
networks. These unused spectrum bands show different properties according 
to the time varying radio environment. The Cognitive radio has to decide 
the best available spectrum band, such that it fulfills the QoS requirements. 
The collective information obtained from spectrum sensing is to plan and 
schedule the spectrum access by users which do not have licensed to access 
the spectrum. The basic component of spectrum management is: spectrum 
access and spectrum analysis.

Spectrum analysis: In this the data obtained from sensing is analyzed 
first to collect information about the spectrum holes and the decision is made by 
optimizing the system performance on given desired objective and constraints.

Spectrum access: After taking decision on spectrum access which is 
based on spectrum analysis, the unlicensed users can access the spectrum 
holes. Mainly it is carried out on a cognitive access protocol call MAC protocol 
through which collision can be avoided between primary users and also with 
others secondary users. In order to access the frequency band the first priority 
is given to primary users whereas secondary user subordinate relation to 
access it. It require efficient algorithm to coordinate multiple secondary users to 
access spectrum holes and avoid the conflicts between primary and secondary 
users while spectrum band.

Compressive sensing: Compressive sensing in cognitive radio networks 
is increased in last decade and numerous research works are evolved to 
improve the sensing performance and other parameters. This section provides 
a detailed analysis of existing research models in detail to obtain the issues in 
compressive sensing methods. On view of analysing the compressive sensing, 
adetailed classification is presented in Figure 4. Generally compressive 
sensing is classified into distributed sensing and jointly compressive sensing 
[8]. In distributed compressive sensing the sampling is performed in separate 
manner where the recovery is performed in joint manner. In this data acquired 
from each node and sampling is performed based on sensing matrix to obtain 
signal measurements. Also, the same reconstruction is used jointly to recover 
the signal. Reduced data storage and measurement rates are the advantages 
of this distributed compressive sensing. Using the same sensing matrix, the 
measurements and reconstruction of the signals are performed in jointly 
compressive sensing process. Wide band compressive spectrum sensing is 
used to realize wideband spectrum based on sampling frequency. In particular 
it is classified based on the Nyquist [8] and sub Nyquist [9] approaches. In this 
Nyquist based approach, Nyquist sampling rate is used to obtain the desired 
spectrum. It is a cost-efficient model which easily identifies the spectrum 
state. In Nyquist based approach the unused spectrums are identified using 
conventional digital signal processors followed by analog to digital converter. 

Figure 2. Block diagrams for sub-Nquist wideband sensing algorithm. a) Analog to 
informationconverter-based wideband sensing, b) Modulated wideband converter-based 
wideband sensing, c) Multi-coset sampling-based wideband sensing and d) Multi-rate 
sub-Nquist sampling-based wideband.

Figure 4. Compressive sensing scheme.

Figure 3. Conventional sampling and data compression.
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In this, the sampling spectrum follows the Shannon sampling theorem which 
reduces the aliasing effect which makes the sensing process is suitable for 
multiband sensing operations. Edge detection [10] is a simple approach which 
progress based on this model, it differentiates the spectrum status as occupied 
or unused spectrum through its simple sampling rate. The performance of 
edge detection lags in its increased sensing time and complexity. To reduce 
the limitations in Nyquist sampling-based models, Sub-Nyquist approaches 
are evolved (Figure 5).

Results and Discussion 

Classification of different sensing techniques

The sensing technique can be broadly divided into two categories such 
as: narrow band spectrum sensing and wideband spectrum sensing. The 
classification is shown in Figure 3.

Narrow band spectrum sensing: is technique which includes energy 
detection, cyclostationary detection, matched filtering detection, covariance- 
based detection and ML based sensing.

Wideband spectrum sensing: use two detection technique nyquist 
based and compressive sensing detection. Basically in Nyquist based the 
wideband signals get sampled by ADC at high sampling rate and low power 
consumption. It includes wavelet detection and filter bank based sensing. 
Secondly in Compressive sensing

Narrowband sensing techniques

In this technique the secondary users allowed to decide about their 
presence or absence of primary users over a channel of interest. Consequently 
this algorithm needs to able to determine accurate spectrum hole and it can be 
expressed as two element hypothesis detection model:

𝐻0: (𝑡) = 5(𝑡)

{𝐻1: (𝑡) = (𝑡) + 5(𝑡)……. (i)

The above mentioned equation indicate two hypothesis of non-existence 
or existence of s(t). Here ƞ(t) indicate additive white Gaussian noise and s(t) is 
the signal of primary user for target channel. The state H0 corresponds primary 
user absence and state H1 correspond primary user presence. Basically these 
techniques are often evaluated using probabilities of detection. These two 
probabilities can be defined as follow.

𝑝ƒ = 𝑝 (𝐻0) & 𝑝𝑑 = 𝑝 (𝐻0)…… (ii)

Compressive sensing is further analysed based on the 
following factors

Sparsity Model

Acquisition Model 

Reconstruction model

Sparsity-based models

In this, sparsity-based models use its sparsity order to define the signal 
with number of non-zero elements by measuring the compressibility degree. 
Since sparsity plays an important role in compressive sensing, it helps to 
identify the necessary measurements which is required to perform recovery of 
the signal. Based on these numerous research models are evolved. Depends 
upon the recovery error and sampling rate the sparsity is estimated in nonblind 
compressive spectrum sensing. Where as in blind spectrum sensing the 
complexity of sensing process is reduced as it doesn’t need prior knowledge 
about the sparsity level. Based on these two categories researchers introduced 
various implementation [11].

Two step compressive spectrum sensing for wideband cognitive radio 
network is reported in to estimate the sparsity order and the number of 
samples. Using small number of samples, the first step is used to estimate 
the unknown spectrum where as in second step the number of samples 

which requires is added and then used in network. Based on the two steps 
and the sample values the spectrum is reconstructed and sensing decision 
is taken in the network. Under blind compressive spectrum sensing, residual 
correlation matrix detection is proposed in literature which effectively obtains 
the non-zero elements location over a multiband signal without any signal 
parameter knowledge. Based on the adjacent frequency’s energy ratios 
and sub Nyquist sampling values the sensing process is formulated [12]. 
Later discrete cosine transform based compressive spectrum sensing is 
evolved to estimate the sparsity of the primary user signal. Based on energy 
concentration the performance is compared with discrete Fourier transform 
which greatly improves the signal detection in cognitive radio network. The 
advantages of non-blind compressive sensing model are present in its 
utilization of reduced number of measurements to estimate the signal sparsity 
and minimized recovery error. The estimation process makes the sparsity into 
more complex is considered as the limitation. In blind compressive spectrum 
sensing, estimation of sparsity level is not required which greatly reduces the 
computation complexity and accelerates the detection process. The limitation 
of blind compressive spectrum sensing is present in its reduced quality of 
signal reconstruction. Detailed analysis of sparsity models is listed in Table 
1 (Table 1).

Acquisition-based models

In the acquisition-based models, the received signal is first subsampled 
and then it is compressed for further process. Using various acquisition 
techniques like Random convolution, Random demodulator, Random filtering 
and compressive multiplexer this operation are performed in acquisition models. 
To improve the performance of sub Nyquist spectrum sensing sequence 
architecture-based application is developed. In few research works are 
summarized in literature for spectrum acquisition in which continuous to finite 
block is replaced with pseudo inversion process which reduces the complexity 
in computation. Later using Bayesian learning based recovery algorithms are 
implemented using sparse which further reduces the computation complexity. 
Similarly, various methodologies are introduced in the same line by focussing 

Figure 5. Classification of compressive sensing.

Table 1. Merits and demerits of existing sparsity models.

S. No Algorithms Merits Demerits

1 Wavelet 
model Reduced latency High energy consumption

High complexity

2

Two step 
compressive 

sensing

Better estimation of wideband 
signal sparsity

Minimum number of samples

Complex due to estimation 
characteristics

3

Adaptive 
compressive 

sensing

Predefined number of samples 
Controlled recovery error High computation complexity

4
DCT without 

recovery

Reduced complexity
Sparsity estimation not required

Measurement based direct 
recovery

Reduced performance in 
detection probability

Increased false alarm rate

5

One-bit 
compressive 

sensing

Robust to noise
Low complexity and computation 

cost
Fast sampling

Less reliable
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compression in the acquisition process. This helps to improve the compression 
parameter but lags in other cost functions of the network [13].

Regular parity check matrix is used in compressive spectrum sensing to 
improve the sensing performance. It uses basic RPC matrix to evaluate the 
functions related to sensing process in the network. Though, the performance 
metrics are noteworthy, modified regular parity checker matrix is introduced 
by replacing basic matrix into semi orthogonal matrix which improves the 
sensing process in cognitive radio network. The advantages of acquisition-
based models are reduced sensing time, low complexity, secure and easy 
implementation. The limitation of acquisition-based models is, low detection 
probability and reduced detection performance. Table 2 gives a comparison of 
few acquisition models with its merits and demerits in detail [14].

Two step compressive spectrum sensing for wideband cognitive radio 
network is reported in to estimate the sparsity order and the number of 
samples. Using small number of samples, the first step is used to estimate 
the unknown spectrum where as in second step the number of samples which 
requires is added and then used in network. Based on the two steps and the 
sample values the spectrum is reconstructed and sensing decision is taken in 
the network. Under blind compressive spectrum sensing, residual correlation 
matrix detection is proposed in literature which effectively obtains the non-
zero elements location over a multiband signal without any signal parameter 
knowledge. Based on the adjacent frequency’s energy ratios and sub Nyquist 
sampling values the sensing process is formulated [15]. Later discrete cosine 
transform based compressive spectrum sensing is evolved to estimate 
the sparsity of the primary user signal. Based on energy concentration the 
performance is compared with discrete Fourier transform which greatly improves 
the signal detection in cognitive radio network. The advantages of non-blind 
compressive sensing model are present in its utilization of reduced number of 
measurements to estimate the signal sparsity and minimized recovery error. 
The estimation process makes the sparsity into more complex is considered 
as the limitation. In blind compressive spectrum sensing, estimation of sparsity 
level is not required which greatly reduces the computation complexity and 
accelerates the detection process [16]. The limitation of blind compressive 
spectrum sensing is present in its reduced quality of signal reconstruction. 
Detailed analysis of sparsity models is listed in table 2 (Table 2).

Acquisition-based models

In the acquisition-based models, the received signal is first subsampled 
and then it is compressed for further process. Using various acquisition 
techniques like Random convolution, Random demodulator, Random filtering 
and compressive multiplexer this operation are performed in acquisition models. 
To improve the performance of sub Nyquist spectrum sensing sequence 
architecture-based application is developed. In few research works are 
summarized in literature for spectrum acquisition in which continuous to finite 
block is replaced with pseudo inversion process which reduces the complexity 
in computation. Later using Bayesian learning based recovery algorithms are 
implemented using sparse which further reduces the computation complexity. 

Table 2. Merits and demerits of existing sparsity models.

S. No Algorithms Merits Demerits

1 Wavelet 
model Reduced latency High energy consumption

High complexity

2

Two step 
compressive 

sensing

Better estimation of wideband 
signal sparsity

Minimum number of samples

Complex due to estimation 
characteristics

3

Adaptive 
compressive 

sensing

Predefined number of samples
Controlled recovery error High computation complexity

4
DCT without 

recovery

Reduced complexity
Sparsity estimation not required

Measurement based direct 
recovery

Reduced performance in 
detection probability

Increased false alarm rate

5

One-bit 
compressive 

sensing

Robust to noise
Low complexity and computation 

cost
Fast sampling

Less reliable

Table 3. Merits and demerits of existing acquisition models.

S. No Algorithms Merits Demerits

1
Random Filtering

Applicable to various 
compressive signal 

applications
Efficient measurement 

operator
Simple and easy 
implementation

Nonlinear reconstruction 
algorithm

Prior knowledge about filters

2
Random 

Convolution

Implicit algorithm based on 
fast Fourier transform

Suitable for various physical 
systems

Unknown pulse structure 
which makes the application 

not suitable for sparse 
signals

3
Random 

Demodulator

High rate ADC is not 
required

Reduced noise and 
quantization errors

Slow reconstruction of 
signals

High sampling delay (iii)
Suitable for finite set of 

signals

4

Modulated 
Wideband 
Converter

Suitable for Analog 
Multiband signals

Flexible sampling rate 
control

Insensitive to parameter 
choice

Needs low pass filter for 
effective reconstruction
Applicable for limited 
number of bands and 

bandwidth
Inadequacy of non-ideal low 

pass filter

Similarly, various methodologies are introduced in the same line by focussing 
compression in the acquisition process. This helps to improve the compression 
parameter but lags in other cost functions of the network [17].

Regular parity check matrix is used in compressive spectrum sensing to 
improve the sensing performance. It uses basic RPC matrix to evaluate the 
functions related to sensing process in the network. Though, the performance 
metrics are noteworthy, modified regular parity checker matrix is introduced 
by replacing basic matrix into semi orthogonal matrix which improves the 
sensing process in cognitive radio network. The advantages of acquisition-
based models are reduced sensing time, low complexity, secure and easy 
implementation. The limitation of acquisition-based models is, low detection 
probability and reduced detection performance [18-23]. Table 2 gives a 
comparison of few acquisition models with its merits and demerits in detail 
(Table 3).

Conclusion

Fully automated and independent spectrum conditioners can oversee the 
use of spectrum in an area, and regulate the use than a static stringent manual 
regulation of air waves. The new network architecture that merges network 
routing into wireless link and RF design can create a dynamic “fluid wireless 
network” without predetermined topology and spectrum allocation. Cognitive 
radio technology has the potential to address challenges associated with 
spectrum access. The key enabling technologies that may be closely related 
to the study of 5G in the near future are presented, particularly in terms of 
full-duplex spectrum sensing, spectrum-database based spectrum sensing, 
compressive spectrum sensing, carrier aggregation based spectrum allocation.
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